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Abstract
The objective of the research is to explore, analyze, and design online handwriting character recognition
system for Ethiopic script. To meet the set objective, two fundamental pattern recognition tasks: pattern
description and pattern classification are proposed, designed and incorporated in the system. The pattern
description task contains preprocessing and feature extraction activities in order to describe the handwriting
with a uniform format of description; and the pattern classification task is done by using HMM (Hidden Markov
Model) classifier. A corpus of UNIPEN has been used for the Model training. Using the file, HMMs for
characters of the Alphabet have been built using Baum-Welch training on 70% of the corpus while the
remaining is kept for testing. To search a matching model for a handwriting easily, the HMMs are organized on
a three level hierarchy, and Viterbi computations are conducted to reach a most likelihood Model. According to
the test to evaluate the models, promising results have been achieved (average of 99.12%, 97.75 %, 93.99% for
top level, middle level, and bottom level HMMs, respectively).
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1. Introduction
Ethiopic script was developed as a writing system
of a Semitic language called Geez. Historical Geez
inscriptions are dated back to 5 B.C. Nowadays, the
Geez language is used only for liturgical purposes in
Ethiopian and Eritrean Orthodox churches. Though
Geez has ceased in vernacular speech, the script is
used for writing systems of different languages in
Ethiopia and Eritrea. Amharic, Agew, Argoba, Bilen,
Gurage (Cheha), Tigre, and Tigrigna are some of the
languages which use Ethiopic script for writing. The
Alphabet and character of Ethiopic script are referred
to as ‘fidelgebeta’ /ፊደልገበታ/ and ‘fidel’ /ፊደል/
respectively. Characters in the Alphabet have been
extending in number for many years. In 2009, the
Alphabet had been standardized to have 435
characters [2].
Ethiopic Alphabet is organized in three main
classes. The first class contains 238 different

characters grouped into 34 sets. Each set consists of 7
ordered characters and has a representative base
sound. The base sounds of the set being combined
with the vowels of the Alphabet (‘ä’, ‘u’, ‘i’, ‘a’, ‘e’,
‘ə’ and ‘o’) form the seven characters (syllographs).
The second class contains labialized characters of
the first class’s base sounds. However, some
characters in the first class do not have correspondent
labialized character in the second class. This is due to
absence of words with these sounds in the languages.
The third class holds a number of derived
characters from the first class.
Figure 1 shows characters of first and second
classes of the Alphabet. This research mainly targets
characters of the first and second classes which are
265 in total. However, due to structural similarity of
the characters, methods used for recognition of the
265 characters can also be used for the remaining
ones.
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This paper explores, analyzes, and designs online
handwriting character recognition system for Ethiopic

script.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: (a) First Class and (b) Second Class Characters in Ethiopic Alphabet
characters. However, these modifying effects do not
2. Literature Review
eliminate form-characters’ shape completely. This
Since the first ordered characters of Ethiopic
makes derived characters of a form-character contain
Alphabet are bases for shapes of other characters, they
common structural patterns. Hence, the structural
are referred to as form-characters [1]. The formation
(shape) variations among characters under a formof second and third class characters follows
character are smaller than the variations among
application of modifying effects such as appendage,
different form-characters. In addition, the characters
break (zigzag), loop, and vertical standing on the form
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share some common properties according to the order
they have and/or the class they belong to. In the first
class, there are similarities among characters on the
applied modifying effects at each particular order of
the Alphabet despite existence of some exceptions.
For instance, second order characters use appendage
at their right middle positions.
The following list provides brief descriptions on
the similarities of distinct characters according to the
applied modifying effects.
‐

All the 5th ordered characters add loops at their
right bottom part of the Alphabet, except the
characters ‘ረ ’ and ‘ፈ ’.

‐

The 2nd and 3rd ordered characters do have
right appendage at their right middle section
and right bottom appendage, respectively. In
the order, (‘ሩ’ and ‘ፉ’) from the 2nd ordered
characters and (‘ሪ’ and ‘ፊ’) form the 3rd
ordered ones are exceptions.

‐

‐
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Characters of the second class are formed with
application of horizontal appendage either at
the 1st or 4th ordered characters of their order
sets.

3. The Proposed Solution
The design of Online Ethiopic Handwriting
Character Recognition System (OEHCRS) includes
principal components that are believed to address
basic pattern recognition functions for the intended
assignment. The design of our approach bases on the
tasks (pattern description and classification) and their
elementary activities inclusively. Under pattern
description task, preprocessing and feature extraction
activities are incorporated to pave the way for
defining pattern representation for raw pen data into
vector form while HMMs development and
organization rules are parts of the classification task.
Figure 2 is block diagram of OEHCRS. Next, the
activities of the tasks are presented.

Characters in the 4th order have shorten left
and center (if any) standing line(s) if their
form-characters have two or more standings
such as ‘በ’, ‘ሰ’, and ‘ሸ’. They have fore-slash
line at their bottom if their form-characters
have one standing such as ‘ተ’, ‘ቀ’, and ‘ፐ’except ‘ነ’ and ‘ኘ’ and a vertical stand at their
bottom right (center) if their form-characters do
not have standing. However, ‘ና’, ‘ኛ’, and ‘ራ’
are exceptions.

‐

The 7th ordered characters are formed with:
shortening the right and center (if any) standing
line(s) if their form-characters have two or
more standings; attaching loop at the top center
(right) section of their form-characters if their
standing is a single vertical line and adding
fore-slash or vertical lines at their bottom left if
their form-characters have not standing.
However; ‘ሆ’, ’ሎ’, and ‘ፖ’ are exceptions.

‐

Left appendages, right appendages, line breaks
and top back-slashes are basic features of 6th
ordered characters; except ‘ል’, ‘ር’, ‘ፍ’, ‘ዕ’, and
‘ፅ’.

Figure 2: Architectural Design of the OHCRS
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3.1 Preprocessing Activities

‐

Preprocessing activities remove noises of
handwritings that occur during handwriting that might

vertical axes of the spatial alignment of strokes.
Naturally, a loop can only be made with three
or more stroke combinations and the substrokes make two different intersection types
(horizontal and vertical intersections) at their
axes
(x-axis
and y-axis) projections
geometrically. Figure 4 illustrates the detection
approach using the Ethiopic character ‘መ ’ /mä/.

reduce recognition and make the data ready for
feature extraction. In our case, the activities include
the following:
‐

Removal of redundant coordinates: since they
do not have useful information for recognition
during data capturing.

‐

Grouping
coordinates:
Each
captured
coordinate, except the first coordinate of a
stroke, is assigned orientation value according
to its |sin θ| value with respect to its immediate
preceding coordinates. The orientations are
classified into three as Horizontal, Slash, and
Vertical for Sin values [0, 0.5], (0.5, 0.866),
and [0.866, 1.0]. The three orientations have
equal range of angles as shown in Figure 3.

‐

‐

‐

Using
preprocessed
handwritings,
feature
extraction activities derive primitives and generates a
feature vector for classification purpose. The activities
are the following.

Defining boundaries of loops: Boundary of
each loop is defined with minimum and
maximum values of coordinates of the
identified set of sub-strokes.

‐

Removing noise strokes and sub-strokes: After
boundaries of each loop are identified and their
spatial coverage is set, the constituent strokes
and sub-strokes are removed in order to avoid
duplication of information. In addition, cuts of
sub-strokes and very short stroke parts to
represent a primitive are removed from the set.
So, loops and other lines (Horizontal, Slash,
and Vertical) are set as primitives of the
handwriting.

strokes are grouped into one group when they
are closer enough. This lets primitive extraction
work easier, especially for loop detection and
extraction.

3.2 Feature Extraction

Defining stroke set of ligated loops: Identify
sharable sub-strokes between ligated loops and
prepare separate sub-stroke sets for two loops.

Combining strokes: Two or more formatted

Figure 3: Ranges of Degree of the Orientations

Loop detection: detect loops based on
intersection of projections at the horizontal and

‐

Zoning primitives: Identified primitives are
allocated in 3X3 spatial zones which are
delimited according to the structure of the
character by which top and bottom zones are
assigned 20% of the vertical dimension and the
horizontal dimension is equally divided into 3
zones.

‐

Coding primitives: Each primitive is assigned
code according to its primitive type and spatial
zone.

As a result of the above activities, at most 9 sets of
primitives are generated with their zone labels.
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Figure 4: Projection Intersections in a Handwritten Looped Ethiopic Character ‘መ ‘/ mä/.
contain 8, 34, and 265 HMMs, respectively.
The top 8 HMMs are formed using rules set
(see Table 1) according to the structural
similarities among the form-characters and the
34 HMMs are created based on the fact that
structural similarities among the 34 formcharacters and their derivatives and the 265
HMMs represent individual characters of the
script.

3.3 Classification Activities
During classification of the handwriting, two
principal tasks are done: HMM development and
hierarchical organization of HMMs.
‐

‐

HMM development: For each character/model
holder of the system, using Baum-welch
training on 70% of the corpus, HMMs are
developed. In the definition of each HMM,
primitives are treated as observations (O) while
their spatial zones are states (S). Primitives:
Vertical line, Slash line, Horizontal line, and
Loop are represented with codes: ‘1’, ’2’, ’3’,
and ’4’, respectively. The 9 zones are
represented with labels from left to right and
top to bottom of the divisions as ‘FT’, ’SD’,
’TD’, FR’, ’FV’, SX’, ’SN’, ’EG’, and ‘NI’.

Recognition: This is done by searching the
most likelihood of a pattern description from
the tree of HMMs and picking the equivalent
Unicode of the found HMM. The searching
process inputs a newly recognizable
handwriting with appropriate observations and
states
sequence,
and
finds

Hierarchical organization of HMMs: HMMs

(

are also developed for clusters of handwritings
according to structural similarity between the
characters. The clusters’ HMMs and
characters’ HMMs are arranged in three level
hierarchically as Top, Middle, and Bottom
levels. The Top, Middle, and Bottom levels

likelihood of the observations (O) and states (S)

‐

from HMMs (

) which is the most joint
) on a search

line of the tree at each level (j) of the hierarchy.
Computation of maximum joint probability of
observations-states sequence against HMMs is
done with Viterbi algorithm [3].
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In order to return character symbols for the
handwriting, the 265 HMMs with their respective
Unicode values are listed in a dictionary so that the
selected character’s HMM at third level of the
hierarchy is mapped to a corresponding Unicode

using the dictionary. Algorithm 1 shows
searching and finding a maximum likely HMM
model from the hierarchy of HMMs for the
handwriting.
Function SearchFindHMM({O,S}, model)
{
h  0
while (h < 3)
{
i  o
logProbabilities[]
}
while (i < length of model)
{
logProbabilities[i] [logP]
i(O,S|i)
i  i+1
MaxLikModelIndex 
Index(Max(logProbabilities))
}
model  model[MaxLikModelIndex]
h  h + 1
return model
}

Algorithm 1: Searching Maximum Joint Log
Probability of (O, S) from HMMs’ Tree
Table 1: Clustering Rules and Governed FormCharacters
Form-characters
Rule
Left vertical line and bottom
ሀ, ሠ, ረ, ፈ
horizontal line
Two or more vertical lines
ለ, ሐ, ዘ, አ
standing with a middle
horizontal line
መ, ወ, ዐ, ጨ, ፀ
Bottom loops
Two or more vertical lines
ሰ, በ, ከ, ጠ
standings with top horizontal
line
Two or more vertical lines
ሸ, ኸ, ዠ, ቨ
standings with top appendage

horizontal line
A central vertical line standing
with a middle or top
horizontal line
A right vertical line with a
middle or top horizontal line
Top loops

ቀ, ተ, ቸ, ፐ

ነ, ኘ, ኀ, ገ
የ, ደ, ጀ, ጰ, ጸ

4. Experimentation
Experiments have been conducted to measure
performance of the loop detection technique and
accuracies of the discrete HMMs which use
primitives’
sequences
fundamentally.
For
experimentation, UNIPEN data that was collected
from 65 writers in [2] has been used. For all the
programming works, Python 2.7.3 is used, Python
modules: Tkinter 8.5 and Numpy 1.8 are applied for
graphical user interface (GUI) construction and some
statistical works respectively, and Natural Language
Tool Kit (NLTK 2.0) is also incorporated for HMM
training and model development.
Evidently, the pen data (UNIPEN) has up to 12
points difference (gap) between consecutive
coordinates. The gap causes to generate misleading
primitives and affects the pre-processing tasks. In
order to minimize the gap and reduce the number of
misleading primitives, the gap should be reduced in
size or interpolation should be done. In our case, each
pen data has been transformed into a new set of
coordinates by reducing its original size (590 X 590)
in half so that without additional interpolation task,
losing original functions, and distorting shapes of
handwriting, coordinates have compacted and become
suitable for pre-processing and feature extraction
works and be retraceable on 350X 350 writing area of
our prototype.
At description task, identification capability of
loop extractor is tested. In the process, gap filling
between combinable strokes or sub strokes is seen as
a considerable factor and thresholds have been set and
results are measured since the number of loops at
characters is known. It is also seen that a threshold of
10 points gives a better result of precision (59.32%),
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recall (49.46%), and F-measure (53.94%) values.
Table 2 shows the result with threshold of 10 points
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using 17031 handwritings according to class and
order of the characters.

Table 2: Accuracy of Loop Detector with Threshold of 10 Points
1st Class
Result

1st
order

2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th 7th 2nd
Total
order order order order order order class

True Positive

321

315

437

336

1217

379

483

496

3984

False Positive

314

399

297

461

0

480

286

495

2732

False Negative

501

449

326

429

967

448

736

215

4071

True Negative

1043

1022

1125

961

0

875

679

539

6244

Total number of handwriting files used 17031
Precision: 59.32%, Recall: 49.46% , F-measure: 53.94%
During observation coding, confusions are seen in
HMMs due to prevalence of identical primitives on
different zones. To avoid this, observations at the 9
zones are labelled with prefixes ‘Pa’, ‘Pb’, ‘Pc’, ‘Pd’,
‘Pe’, ‘Pf’, ‘Pg’, ‘Ph’, and ‘Pi’ orderly and in effect,
confusions are highly minimized.
Lastly, the models’ accuracies are measured
using 30% of the corpus and average accuracies of
99.17%, 97.75%, and 94% are achieved for Top,
Middle, and Bottom level HMMs, respectively.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
The performance of loop detector has been tested
with the prevalence of loops applying the loop
detector algorithm in the feature description task and
has resulted in an average of 0.5 for precision, recall,
and F-measures at the best case threshold value (10
points). The result, though it seems low in accuracy,
is a good achievement because accuracy results at
primitive level of a pattern recognizer are always
poor as compared to the shell recognition system [4,
5]. However, improving the detector’s performance
provides better feature extraction ability and
increases recognition accuracy. The other critical
task of the recognizer, classification, contains 307
HMMs which are arranged hierarchically in three
levels. Average sizes of the training corpus per

model at Top, Middle, and Bottom are 1489, 350,
and 65, respectively. Similarly, the accuracies have
dropped down from 99.16% to 93.99%. Hence,
differences in accuracy of the models across the three
hierarchical levels is directly associated with size of
the training corpus. Hence, the model development
needs additional handwriting data to train and equip
HMMs
with
various
observation-to-state
combinations from the targeted class of character(s).
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